INTRODUCITION
With the rapid development of the people's economy and the improvement of people's living standard in recent years, the automobile industry has developed rapidly in the whole world. The huge use of cars is bringing convenience to people, and it also brings about the negative impacts of energy consumption and environmental pollution. In the face of increasingly severe oil consumption and the environmental protection problem too rapidly, the electric car as a new kind of green transportation, is one of the governments happen to coincide the proposed effective countermeasures. In electric vehicles, battery directly as active power components, its working state is good or bad is directly related to driving safety and operational reliability of the whole car[ [1] [2] [3] [4] . To ensure the battery electric vehicle performance is good, prolong the service life of the battery pack, must be timely and accurate understanding of the various running status of battery, its especially in the state of the battery charged accurate estimation is the most crucial. Aiming at the online estimate of power lithium-ion battery pack this problem, from the aspects such as lithium battery dynamic model, the estimation algorithm has carried out extensive research, in view of the nonlinear dynamic power battery, and the system, this paper proposes a model of the process of lithium battery of improved method, and gives the corresponding model parameters online estimation algorithm.
Analysis Process
To study the capacity and discharge current, charging method and full extent of LiFePO4 battery, and compare with the capacity characteristics of lead-acid battery; For battery internal resistance characteristics of step method was used to study the LiFePO4 battery charge and discharge the ohmic resistance and the polarization resistance, in the process of battery internal resistance is given with the SOC parameters such the curve of SOC; Finally, the variation of the parameters such as the capacity of the battery, the internal resistance and the open circuit voltage were studied in the battery temperature characteristic. Design of battery durability test plan. As environmental temperature, discharge rate, discharge voltage, charge ratio, and charging as voltage as the input stress model, first, the battery of the single factor experiments and multi-factors experiments, obtain capacity attenuation with increasing resistance groups of experiment data, the comparison verification five factors whether there is a coupling between two, and the calculating method of the coupling strength get battery coupling strength and stress level of relational model; Second, several sets of single-factor accelerator experiments were carried out to identify the parameters in the single stress acceleration model. Third, the model of battery durability is derived from the relationship between single stress acceleration model, coupling strength and stress level. Finally, the model precision is verified by experiment A battery model can be used for SOC estimation. Based on the mechanism of electrochemical micro M.Doyle model and its simplified model of EAM, and nonlinear PNGV circuit model, the mechanism of electrochemical model, verify its used for steady state and transient voltage estimation precision, the circuit model, through the experiment to identify the main model parameters, and get the parameters of nonlinear fitting of law; Second, the model is used directly to estimate the battery SOC and analyze the limitations of the model algorithm. Again, to improve the algorithm of the above model, the model is combined with the feed forward neural network convex optimization algorithm to improve the tracking precision of the battery SOC. Finally, using Ann integration method for battery SOC estimation, and through the calibration methods of the SOC of the battery -OCV curve clusters, method to improve the adjusted ampere-hour integral precision.
Equivalent Circuit Model
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In this case, IP is a polarization current, which is a differential equation at a given initial condition, and S = C 1 R P is the polarization time constant. This project combines the chemical analysis method, and USES the feed forward neural network convex optimization algorithm to identify the parameters and obtain the model of SOC. The input volume of the feed forward neural network convex optimization algorithm is SOC, I, the output is VE, C2, R0, RP, S, and charging discharge ratio.
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Convex optimization algorithm
The running way of containing an implicit feed forward network can be expressed as follows:
Xi is in the input layer of the ith input neurons, is also a source node, only to the outside world into network input, x0 = 1 for virtual neurons, the corresponding wk0 said k of hidden layer neurons bias; Wki represents the connection weights of the ith neurons in the input layer to the crypto. Yk said the output of neurons in hidden layer of the first k, () is its activation function, y0 = 1 for virtual neurons, the representation of a corresponding output layer first j neurons bias, h says the number of neurons in hidden layer; Said the first k hidden layer neurons to the output layer of the first j the weights between neurons, the first j said output layer neurons of the output, said its activation function, p said the number of neurons in the output layer.
Punishment function is:
M is the target function, where > 0 is the penalty factor. The target function optimization strategy is as follows: first, fix the initial values of W and V, and minimize the M's for y (l), and get an approximate optimal value for y (l); And then we fixed the value of y (l), and we evaluated M for W and V, and we got a approximately optimal value of W and V. The values of W and V are fixed, and M is minimized and fixed y (l) by y (l), minimized M about W and V. So you optimize this over and over again, and you get the optimal solution w , v , and ) (l y . Then gradually increase the value, get the new weight and the hidden layer output, and repeat until is sufficiently large. This is the right value for the final exercise.
The implicit output formula of the three-layer feed forward network: 
